They pushed into Great Hall—over 4,000 students rushing, practically running toward the bare 2,000 seats, showing almost too enthusiastically, perhaps momentarily forgetting why they had gathered.

Then the number strains of the organ called back their thoughts, and soon all was silent save the din which rose each time the door opened, from the thousand for whom there was no room.

"Each of us will forever remember the exact circumstances under which he heard the unbelievable news," President Gallagher began. And each did think back to the afternoon of November 22, when two leaders, the presiding officer of the College and the President of the student body mounted the steep steps and stood beneath the mammoth bell," ready in astonishment to ring out forty six strokes for another leader who had so suddenly fallen.

"And then began the tolling. Once for each year in the life of our martyred president, it clanged. And each thundering stroke of the great hammer was as falling weight on heavy hearts, each resonating peak shattered ears too close and unaccustomed, by the torture of the moment seeming to smash the tortured hearts that fear would burst with sorrow. Strong men stood, and unashamedly wept."

Now five days later, most of the tears had dried, leaving only an empty feeling, not soon to be filled. "He inspired the young as no one had before," the Student Government President had declared. For the first time, the awesome post of President of the United States had been filled by one who seemed not quite so distant—a man whose nature judgment was tempered by the enthusiasm of the young.

Many nodded in agreement when the College's President noted, "Some there were (and I was one) who assumed that the assassin must have been of the Far Right, that the President of the United States had been murdered for his leadership in Civil Rights. So quick were we to move from unbelievable shock to angry accusation."

Once more the students mutely signified a sharing of thoughts. "We needed him," said Dr. Gallagher. "We needed his unexamined clarity of mind, that we might think straight thoughts after him ... the precision of his speech, that our tongues might not stumble ... the gaiety of his gallant courage, that with him we might rise above our fears and stand as men undaunted ... the breadth and depth of his faith, that we might come to know an affirmative affection which transcends mere tolerances ... his commitment to the rights of all men, that higher might shrink in shame and mankind be knit together as one race. We needed his leadership, that gladly we might follow."

The words were sharp and, perhaps, some felt remorse as the President of the College berated the students, nay, the entire country. "We were his worthy of him," the stern voice declared. "He called for open generosity ... Our response was palpitant pleas of penury—from the richest people in the world. Some recalled another meeting, commemorating the death of four, younger, and perhaps less vital as forces in the world, but in so ways less important as human beings, as President Gallagher" (Continued on Page 2).

---

"Square Dance..."

The Class of '65—SAB Square Dance has been rescheduled for this Friday, at 8 PM in the Grand Ballroom. Burt Frohmen will do the calling. The crowd will also be entertained by the Samuel Efferman facilities and the Baccalaureate Society's "Lift Abner." Admission is free with a class card; others must pay a fee of $5, which will be donated to the World University Service.

---

"Carlinho Says Free Tuition Ideal Is 'A Deprivation Of Opportunity'

A student must be in the "educational elite" to gain entrance to the City University, Assembly Speaker Joseph S. Carlinho told a meeting of the Baruch School Alumni Association last week. "The ideal of free tuition," he said. "Is a deprivation of opportunity."

Because of the exigencies of the present system, he continued, it is "unfair" not to ask students to pay. "We believe that at the present time this will not put undo hardship on any student," Assemblyman Carlinho declared, "but it will make expansion possible."

The Speaker also rejected a suggestion that President Gallagher's proposals for meeting the enrollment crisis would have any "long-range" worth.

"A tuition fee, Mr. Carlinho amended, would make possible a lowering of admission standards which would allow members of "racially and economically deprived" groups to gain entrance.

At present, he said, "only 5% of the students in the City University are non-white. This figure, he was questioned by I. E. Levine, the College's Public Relations Director, who maintained that no records are kept on students' racial affiliation. Mr. Carlinho responded that the figure came from a Board of Higher Education report."

"The Assembly Speaker admitted that if a tuition fee is enforced it could easily be raised later. "There is no guarantee on taxes and fees," he declared, "and, thank God, not on earnings."

Mr. Carlinho also maintained that the tuition-free status of the City University was inequitable because the affluent, "even Governor Rockefeller's son" can now attend free. He drew a parallel to taxes which are based on the ability to pay.

"Armed with the Legislature won't restore the free-tuition mandate even at the request of the Board of Higher Education. Mr. Carlinho replied that the Legislature set state-wide policy and "can't take provincial or regional dictates."

The HBE is the only group currently empowered by state law to impose a tuition fee on the City University. Assemblyman Carlinho also maintained that the Legislature was "not mandating anything" that any imposition of a tuition fee would come from the City.
Kennedy Memorial...
(Continued from Page 1)

spoke. "Yet we stood unmoving as a bomb toppled a church on four little girls in Alabama, unmoving as the forces of hatred with their contempt for law and civil order marshaled the forces of madness which were to destroy him."

Again words became painful barbs as the President-chosen those who felt the hot flash of resentful anger... self-righteously nursed our feelings of revenge and called for the day when others might, for us, correct the passions of the heart in man while permitting us, the good, to enjoy our amnesia."

The blurred newsreels and newspaper photos became more like that sunny day in Dallas as President Gallagher remembered "the majestic strength of a woman who cradled the head of her dying husband, then rose to walk erect through endless hours, like a Queen." This was not just a President who slumped near death. This was a husband, father, brother, man. And what should be done to commemorate this man who "was the victim—not the cause—of violence," who was hated and yet did not hate? "There can be no memorial more fitting than this: that we take upon ourselves the unfinished tasks on which he harrowed, and that we take upon ourselves his mind and spirit."

As the last of the College dignitaries flitted out in a silence broken only by the soft notes of the organ and the curt clicks of half a dozen cameras, the world of everyday descended once again. Thoughts of a four day holiday were triggered by a suggestion to "give thanks for the magnificent legacy of John F. Kennedy to a grateful people." Each student, though, must have felt some way changed as he bent to gather his books—less of a person for the world of everyday descended once again. Thoughts of a four day holiday were triggered by a suggestion to "give thanks for the magnificent legacy of John F. Kennedy to a grateful people." Each student, though, must have felt some way changed as he bent to gather his books—less of a person..."

Blood...

Registration for Blood Donations to the College's Blood Bank will run from Dec. 16 to Dec. 20. Students may sign up in Knittle Lounge on North Campus, or in Buteinerweiser Lounge on South Campus.

Not One Of 11,591 Employees Is Subversive, Rosenberg Says

Not one of the 11,591 persons employed by the Board of Higher Education is a member of the Communist Party. This is a statement in a report from Gustave G. Rosenberg, Chairman of the HIE, to the state commissioner of education in accordance with the State's Peddleburg Law. The law forbids the City University from hiring subversives.

The report, which must be submitted yearly, further states that no employee of the HIE is a member of any organization found to be subversive by the Board of Regents or any organization which advocates the overthrow of the Government by force, violence or other unlawful means.

Dr. Rosenberg also affirms that none are charged with "subversive activities."

He reports covers the years ending October 31, 1963.

Less Then 40 Students Here

Attend Night JFK Memorial

Less than forty students spread themselves through the Grand Ballroom last Tuesday to participate in a meeting in honor of the late President, John F. Kennedy.

Bob Levine, President of the College's Democratic Student Union (DSU), which sponsored the meeting, blamed the skimpy attendance on insufficient advance publicity.

The few who were present heard Professor Kenneth Clark (Psych.) Evening Student Student Government President Bob Crog- han, Sandra Rosenberg, President of the College's Young Democrats, and Levine, enliven the late President.

Dr. Clark noted that the Kennedy's assassination has resulted in a great unity in this country's main political ideology. "An appropriate memorial to such a man," Professor Clark said, "would be to make our contributions to [civil rights] more than a verbal obligation alone."

Croghan described President Kennedy as having "represented the moderate mainstream which is this country's main political ideology."

The way of President Ken- ddy," he explained, "was the way of law... his way was neither too far to the left nor too far to the right."

Miss Rosenberg landed the late President for his efforts to relax tensions between the United States and the Soviet Union and described him as a great humanitarian. "Kennedy always had the courage to take the first step," she said.
FALL CONCERT...

The Fall Orchestra Concert has been rescheduled for this Saturday at 8:30 PM, in Arrow Concert Hall. The Music Department concert will begin with "The March of the Priests" from Mozart's "Magic Flute," as a memorial for John Fitzgerald Kennedy, and will include compositions of Moussorgsky, Vivaldi, Rihmberg, and Dvorak. The general admission charge is $1.50.

DECK THE HALLS

The time has come to think of Christmas shopping, for the Yuletide will be upon us quicker than you can say Jack Robinson. (Have you ever wondered, incidentally, about the origin of this interesting phrase "Quicker than you can say Jack Robinson.") Well sir, the original saying was French—"Plus vite que de dire Jacques Robespierre." Jack Robinson is, as everyone knows, an Anglicization of Jacques Robespierre who was, among other things, the famous figure from the French Revolution who, as everyone knows, got murdered in his bath by Danton, Murat, Caligna, and At Capone.

The idea is stated quicker than you can say Jacques Robespierre—or Jack Robinson, as he is called in English-speaking countries like England, the U.S., and Cleve­land, as an example of little story. It seems that Robes­ pierre's wife, Georges Sand, got word of the plot to murder her husband in his bath. All she had to do to save his life was call his name and warn him. But, alas, quicker than she could say Jacques Robespierre, she received a telegram from her old friend Frederic Chopin who was down in Majorca setting lyrics to his immortal "Waraw Concerto." Chopin could be rendered ready to compose with all the immortality, naturally. Georges could not refuse such an urgent request.

(Well sir, off to Majorca went Georges, but before she left, she told her little daughter Walter that some bad men were coming to murder Daddy in his bath. Later, Walter asked his father Walter to tell Robespierre's name the quickest he could. But Walter, also, had been sun-bathing that morning on the Riviera, and she had come home with a big bag of salt water taffy, and when the bad men arrived to murder Robespierre, Walter, also, was chewing a wand of taffy and could not get her mouth unstuck in time to shout a warming. Robespierre, alas, was murdered quicker than you could say Jacques Robespierre—or Jack Robinson, as he is called in English-speaking countries.

There is, I am pleased to report, one small note of cheer in this grimy tale. When Georges Sand got to Majorca, she did succeed in helping Chopin find a rhyme for "Waraw" as everyone knows who has heard these haunting lyrics:

In the fair Umm of Warsaw,
Of man and woman, and beast and tree,
Which Napoleon saw,

The survey shows City University maintains Lead in Enrollment

College enrollment is up, and the City University is leading the nation's institutions of higher learning in total enrollment figures, with 111,793 students. This represents an increase of 4,965 over 1962.

The University of California (U. of C.) is a close second, having witnessed increases of 6.4% and 3.8%, respectively, over last year. NYU follows second with 72,915. The University of California (U. of C.) is a close second, having witnessed increases of 6.4% and 3.8% over last year, while NYU copies in total enrollment figures.
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Columbia Nips Hoopsters, 89-84, In Thrill Packed Double Overtime

By HARVEY WEINBERG

The College's basketball team played what was probably the most exciting game and a quarter Wingate Gym has ever seen as it opened the 1963-64 basketball campaign by dropping a heart-stopping 89-84 decision to the Lions in a overtime, Saturday night.

For the first thirty minutes of action, the Lavender looked anything but star. After an early lead of 7-1, the Beavers fell to a field goal, almost three minutes before they came back. The Lavender was led by what seemed like a free throw.

The halftime score showed the Lavender ahead by what seemed like two points. Only continued much along the same pattern into the second half with Columbia moving along much as much as fifteen points. With fifteen minutes showing on the clock the Beavers were up 55-49, still a comfortable lead down to eleven and trailed 61-52.

The glimmer of a Lavender comeback became dim when, after a Bob Felsinger free throw, the Beavers led 62-59. If the Lavender came up with many important rebounds early in the game.

But suddenly the Beavers did a complete about face, and what had been a dull, disappointing game turned into one of the best ever seen in Wingate Gymnasium in history.

Beaver Dave Schweid hit on a free throw line. The Lavender was now down by one point. After the ball had exchanged hands for a few plays, Columbia's Neil Farber, who proved to be the hero of the game from the Lion's point of view, hit a jump shot over his head. The Lavender took over the lead for the first time since the opening minutes of the first half by a point.

Thirteen seconds later Columbia knotted the score when Lion center Andre Houtkruyer was called for charging. The Lavender took over and brought the ball down court. When Felsinger hit a free throw, the Beavers got the rebound and called a time out with a base one second on the clock showing.

New Rule...

In effect at Saturday night's game was a new NCAA rule which places the game's clock out of the game to the heart stopping climax.

The new rule provides that "the team which has the ball in possession and out-of-bounds situations to prevent waste of playing time and the controversies that stem from them." New rules..."

Voters Kopczuk

Top Beaver For November

Walter Kopczuk, star goalie for the College's soccer team in 1963-64, was named as one of the Five-foot-ten-inch. Kopczuk was another showing of the strength of Len-

Voters Kopczuk

Athlete of the Month

Walter Kopczuk, 'Athlete of the Month' award for the entire year of 1963-64. Kopczuk was named number one Beaver in October. Kopczuk will be eligible for the 'Athlete of the Year' award to be presented at the end of the school year.

(Continued on Page 3)